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AN!ALTERNATIVE!VIEW!+!THE!‘REFLECTED!BEST!SELF’!ACTIVITY!TO!DISCOVER!
YOUR!STRENGTHS!!

When we use our strengths, we are more energised and are more likely to achieve 
our career and personal goals. This activity is one way to discover what they are and 
although it takes a little longer the results can be really worthwhile.  

! Identify at least 10 people who know you well.  These may be family 
members, friends, work colleagues or anyone else who you see or speak to 
regularly. The more diverse the group you select, the richer the feedback is 
likely to be. 

! Contact each of these people and ask them to provide you with 3 short 
stories or incidents when you were at your very best using this statement, 
“When I have seen you at your very best here are the strengths I noticed…”  

! Let them know why you are doing the exercise and that you don’t just want 
compliments but realistic and honest feedback and that each story doesn’t 
need to be long e.g. “When we went to X last year despite the booking being 
wrong you remained really positive” 

! In the meantime write down a few of your own stories. They could be times 
within work or home life when you felt absolutely at your best.  

! Read and reflect on all the stories to identify themes.  For example, that you 
are a great listener, you get everyone organised etc.  

 

Exercise adapted from the work by Robert Quinn, Jane Dutton, Gretchen Spreitzer 
and Laura Roberts on Reflected Best Self. More information can be found here 
http://lead.fiu.edu/_assets/docs/PLDP/2015/Reflected%20Best%20Self%20Exercise.pd
f 
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Below is an example that a previous attendee of the course shared when asking for 
feedback: 
 
Hi, 
 
I'm in the middle of doing some work on my Game Change as part of a programme 
of development. I am hoping to discover what my unique strengths are and I've 
chosen you as I feel that you know me well and I value your opinion.   
 
Please don't just pay me compliments, I need realistic and honest feedback. 
 
Your task in my journey of strength discovery is to provide me with 3 short stories or 
incidents when I was at my very best using this statement,  
"When I have seen you at your very best here are the unique strengths I noticed..." 
 
I don't need essays, just quick anecdotes. 
 
Thank you for being there for me.  
 
xxx 
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